
Workshop Oriental Sine tables.
History of mathematics research group, Mathematics Department, Utrecht

University, Netherlands

Participants have to be familiar with the abjad number system (see the
workshops on https://www.jphogendijk.nl/talks/abjad.html )

Introduction to sexagesimal fractions
This introduction can be skipped by readers familiar with sexagesimal

numbers.

Exercise 1. A sexagesimal fraction is a fraction of the form 1 + 24
60

+
51

3600
+ 10

603
. The medieval Islamic astronomers wrote this fraction in the abjad

system, from right to left, thus: ø A
	
K Y» @'

Compute the decimal value of this fraction by the calculator or computer
and compare it with the decimal value of

√
2.

Exercise 2. Write in abjad the two numbers 3, 8. Answer: . . .

These two symbols from right to left also mean the number 3 +
8
60. This

number is visible on the right side of the following row of symbols from a
15-th century Arabic manuscript:

Exercise 3. To interpret the whole row of symbols we still need a symbol

for zero, originally a tiny circle with an overbar, Check that the row of

symbols can be read as é» P m�
	
' é» QÓ 0 YÓ ¡» h k

This row of symbols means the fraction

25

609
+

7

608
+

53

607
+

25

606
+

47

605
+

0

604
+

44

603
+

29

3600
+

8

60
+ 3

This is an approximation of π that was computed by al-Kāshān̄ı in Samarkand
around 1420. You can the accuracy of this approximation by computing the
fraction in decimals (by computer or calculator) or by entering in wolframal-
pha.com the expression “pi sexagesimal” (without the quotes). It turns out
that the error is less than

3

6010
≈ 5 · 10−18.
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Sine table workshop

Every participant of the workshop chooses two tables from the following
five possibilities. The tabulated function is R sin(x), where sin(x) is is the
modern sine, and R is hte radius of the circle in which the sine was defined
(which circle plays the role of the modern unit circlel). In the first four tables,
R = 60 and the values are expressed in the sexagesimal system. In the fifth
table we have R = 10 and the familiar decimal system is used.

The table (in Arabic or Persian manuscript) can be downloaded from the
webpage www.jphogendijk.nl/talks/sinus.html

If you want to enjoy the workshop it is advisable to download the tran-
scription of the table only at the very end.

1. Afghanistan: sine table of al-B̄ırūn̄ı, composed in Ghazni around
1030. For x every quarter degree between 0o15′ and 90o , the table gives the
value R sinx, in the next column to the right a difference function for linear
interpolation (try to find the precise definition of this difference function),
and in the following column to the right a quarter of the previous column
for use in quadratic interpolation. The exact procedure of this quadratic
interpolation is unclear to us, although it may be clear to others.

2. Uzbekistan/Iran: part of the sine table of Ulugh Beg, composed
with collaboration of, among others, the famous Iranian mathematician al-
Kashani, in Samarkand around 1420. The part which was handed out in the
workshop contains the sine values for all arc minutes between 0o and 9o59′.
The work is in Persian but the abjad system is the same.

3. Morocco: sine table of al-Marrakushi, composed around 1200. For
all quarter degrees between 0o15′ and 90o the table provides the sine and in
the next column the “arrow”. The arrow of arc x is R(1− cosx).

4. Syria: sine table of al-Battān̄ı, composed in Raqqa, around 900. THe
table containes sine values for every half degree between 0o30′ and 179o30′,
using sin(x) = sin(180−x). Note that the manuscript was written in Spain or
North-Africa and that the Westarabic variant on the abjad numerals is used.
These are the same as in the Eastern variant with the following exceptions:
60=c=sad=�, 90=D=dad= 	

� (is sad with a point above the letter), and

the letter qaf voor 100 is written with only one dot, as
	

¬. The real fa has
a dot under the letter. In other places the manuscript has some more dots
than other manuscripts, for example in 10=ya=ø



, 7=zay= 	P.

5. Turkey: sine table of Taqi al-Din, composed in Istanbul around 1570.
This table is decimal and provides the sine of every degree between 1 and
90, and also the differences between successive sine values (sin(2o)− sin(1o)
etc.), to facilitate linear interpolation.
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Exercises for the sine workshop:

Exercise 4. First look at the table as a whole. Locate the arguments
x and the values of R sinx and of the other functions if available. You can
ignore Arabic words which are not abjad-numbers.

Exercise 5 (not applicable to the table of Ulugh Beg). Find the special
values x = 30 and x = 90 and verify that the corresponding values R sinx in
the table are correct. Compare the sine value R sin 45 in the table for x = 45
with half the sexagesimal value of

√
2 above (unless you look at tablel 5, then

you can approximate R
2

√
2 with a calculator).

Exercise 6. Choose a number of successive values of the arguments x
and transcribe the values R sinx in the table. That is to say, convert the
abjad number to numbers in usual Hindu-Arabic notation according to the
following transcription system: use commas and a semicolon as in 1; 24, 51, 10
for the transcription of

√
2. Beacuse the sine function is almost linear in small

intervals this easy transcription system gives a good way to check and correct
uncertain readings of abjad-numbers in the manuscript.

Exercise 7. Try to analyze the accuracy of the table. For example,
you can convert the values which you found in Exercise 6 to decimal values
and compare them with the sine values produced by your calculator. Another
possibility is to use wolframalpha.com (note that x degrees is πx/180 radians
and the program has a preference of computing the sine in radians).

See www.jphogendijk.nl/talks/sinus.html for more information
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